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ONE PLATFORM, ONE PROFILE, ONE CLICK
JOINS MULTIPLE DATING SITES 



MINGLEMEE
Finding the right partner is already a 
challenge; why make posting your 
profile repeatedly just as challenging?
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Singles have many options in 
finding the right dating site for 

their needs.

Singles are on multiple dating 
sites concurrently and join new 

sites constantly.

The United States alone has 2,500 
dating sites, and about 1,000 new 

dating sites are launched every year. 

Dating Sites Are Growing
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Dating Site Users 
Are Growing
» The number of people who are single and 

looking for a partner is increasing. 

» Online dating sites are becoming more 
popular as they offer convenience and 
anonymity to users.
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Mobile Devices Are 
Making It Easier
» There is an increased use of mobile devices which 

makes it more accessible for singles to browse 
dating sites.

» Being active across multiple sites increases their 
odds of getting responses and dates.

» But, it's creating a problem for users…
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Registering For 
Each Site Is 
Frustrating

Filling out a profile runs 
from a few dozen questions 

to several hundred.

1

The process of registering for 
different dating sites makes it  

time-consuming.
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Repeating the same 
information and uploading 
makes it frustrating to sign 

up.
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The process of uploading 
the photos and videos is 

cumbersome.



The MingleMee Platform Makes 
it Easy For Users to Signup

Dating profile, videos, 
and photos are 

created one time.

Enables fast and 
simple registration 
on multiple dating 

sites.

Quickly uploads 
profile information, 

videos, and photos  to 
each dating site 
with one click.

Eliminates burden of 
constantly repeating 
and uploading profile 

information.

Makes it easy and 
simple to manage 

multiple dating 
sites on one 

platform.
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» Monetize customer signups

» Capitalize on customer multihoming

» Leverage customers across multiple platforms

» Maintains brand relationship with multi-site operator

» Reduces cost per install

» Simplifies signup from IOS or Android

The MingleMee Platform Offers a Better 
Way to Get and Retain Customers 
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Licensing Opportunity
» Available for different niches and countries
» Utility patent pending and know-how
» Customizable with branding
» Subscription, advertising, and promotion revenue
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ONE PLATFORM, ONE PROFILE, ONE CLICK 
JOINS MULTIPLE DATING SITES
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Licensing Consulting Group

Rand Brenner, CEO

www.licensingcg.com

rbrenner@licensingcg.com

More Information

Finding the right partner is already a challenge; 
why make posting your profile repeatedly just 
as challenging?

http://www.licensingcg.com/
mailto:rbrenner@licensingcg.com

